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Abstract: This paper presents a design strategy of eliminating signal

degradation for memristor ratioed logic (MRL) gates. Based on the strategy,

a novel MRL-based one-bit full adder is proposed. The inverters in circuit

can effectively eliminate the degradation and restore signal integrity. To

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed one-bit full adder, an eight-bit full

adder is demonstrated as a study case. Compared to the previous MRL-based

standard cell design, the proposed circuit can reduce 11.1% memristor cells,

22.2% CMOS transistors, 38.9% vias, 58% power. Compared to the previous

MRL-based optimized design, the proposed design can reduce 11.1%

memristor cells, 12.5% CMOS transistors, 98.1% power, 98.1% energy.
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1 Introduction

Memristor has been considered as a promising candidate for memory designs in

either server-scale or embedded computing systems due to its non-volatility, high-

density, low leakage, low power and CMOS-compatible features [1, 2, 3].

A memristor, which stays either in high resistance state (HRS) or low resistance

state (LRS), is suitable for logic operation [4, 5]. There are mainly two logic

families on memristor-based logic designs. One is the IMPLY logic family. The

memristors in these designs store logic values and/or perform logical operation in

sequence [6, 7, 8]. In [8], an eight-bit full add operation can be fulfilled with 232

cycles in serial or 58 cycles in parallel. The other is the memristor ratioed logic

(MRL) family. The MRL-based family is a typical hybrid memristor-CMOS logic

design [9]. In a MRL design, both AND and OR logic gates consist of two

antiserial memristors. Likewise, NAND and NOR gates are realized by adding

an inverter at each output of the AND and OR logics.

The designs in IMPLY logic family or MRL family can take full advantage

of the memristors. However, these designs with IMPLY logic family always

suffer from complex sequential operations. Although MRL-based circuits are

free from the additional overhead of sequential operation, they suffer from severe

signal degradation issue, potentially leading to erroneous output. For instance, the

degradation at the output comes up to 15% for an XOR logic [9].

In this paper, we present a novel and cost-effective MRL-based synthesize

strategy to mitigate signal degradation in circuit designs. Based on the synthesis

algorithm, a novel MRL-based one-bit full adder design is proposed. To evaluate

the effectiveness of the proposed design, an eight-bit full adder composed by the

proposed one-bit full adders is demonstrated for case study. Simulation results

show that the proposed design can gain more profits than the previous designs.

2 Backgrounds and preliminaries

Fig. 1 depicts memristor ratioed logic (MRL) gates [9]. VA, VB are inputs,

while Vout is an output. Two memristors, m1 and m2, are connected in opposite

polarity directions. The thick black lines in m1 and m2 represent the polarity of the

device. In an ideal case, the resistances of m1 and m2 satisfy RLRS;m1 ¼ RLRS;m2,

RHRS;m1 ¼ RHRS;m2, and RHRS � RLRS . Fig. 1(a) shows an AND logic gate and its

schematic. When VA equals to “1” and VB = “0”, respectively, m1 turns to HRS and
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m2 changes to LRS. Thus, Vout equals to logic “0”. Likewise, when VA = “0”,

VB = “1”, m1 changes to LRS and m2 turns to HRS. Thus, Vout = “0”. Whereas,

when the two inputs are in the same potential level, both “0s” or “1s”, Vout is “0” or

“1” respectively. Vout is the logic of (VA AND VB).

In Fig. 1(b), two antiserial memristors are connected in opposite to Fig. 1(a).

When VA = “1”, VB = “0”, m1 turns to LRS, while m2 changes to HRS. The output

is logic “1”. When VA = “0”, VB = “1”, m1 changes to HRS and m2 turns to LRS.

The output is also “1”. However, the Vout is “0” when VA = “0” and VB = “0”.

Whereas the output is “1” when both inputs equals to “1”. The output logic is (VA

OR VB). In Fig. 1(c), the NAND gate is realized by adding an inverter to the output

of the two antiserial memristors that has AND logic. The NOR gate in Fig. 1(d) are

realized in a similar way. The MRL-based NAND and NOR gates can be

considered as the standard cells to replace the CMOS NAND and NOR gates in

with less area consumptions.

3 Designs and case study

3.1 Degradation-eliminating algorithm for MRL logic gates

Algorithm 1 depicts the synthesize process to generate a feasible design with less

CMOS transistors for a given function fð�Þ. The synthesis are realized in Design

Compiler of Synopsis. Δ is a descent rate of area between 0 and 1. numexpected is a

supposed max amount of CMOS transistors used in circuit. areaAND;MRL and

areaOR;MRL mean a preference of MRL-based AND and OR logic gates in design.

A lower value of areaAND;MRL and areaOR;MRL in circuit can take more full

advantage of the memristors. However, the signal degradation in circuit probably

requires more relay buffers to amplify signals, which turns out more areas and

power consumptions in turn. We use this line search algorithm to find an optional

design with less CMOS transistors for a given logic function fð�Þ. The step 3 in

algorithm 1 connects every output of fð�Þ with an inverter, which can effectively

eliminate the degradation and perform signal restoration.

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. MRL-based logic gates [9]. The AND and OR logic gates are
realized with two memristive devices which are connected with
different opposite polarities. The NAND and NOR gates are
realized by connecting the AND and OR logic gates to an
inverter respectively. (a) AND logic. (b) OR logic. (c) NAND
gate. (d) NOR gate.
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3.2 Full adder design and case study

Fig. 2 depicts the proposed one-bit full adder obtained by the synthesis algo-

rithm 1. The numexpected we set is 16, which is the average number of the lowest

cost of CMOS transistors in [9]. In this circuit, voltage inputs are VA, VB, and VCin.

Where VCin is a carry bit from previous stage. Outputs, VS and VCout, are sum bit

and carry bit respectively. The outputs of the circuit are connected with inverters

U13 and U14, which can effectively eliminate the degradation and perform signal

restoration on its cascaded circuits. Moreover, the inverters U10, U13, U14, and the

inverter in the MRL-based NOR gate U15 can eliminate the direct memristors

connections among different MRL-based logic gates to reduce signal degradation.

The simulation is realized in LTspice. Each inverter in Fig. 2 consists of a P-

channel Si1013 and an N-channel Si1555DL_N transistors. A TEAM model with

Kvatinsky window in [10] is used to simulate a memristor with the parameters

Roff ¼ 100000, Ron ¼ 1000, ioff ¼ 0:2e-6, ion ¼ �0:15e-6, Kon ¼ �0:1, Koff ¼ 0:1,

Alphaon ¼ 3, Alphaoff ¼ 3, xon ¼ 0, D ¼ 3e-9, xoff ¼ 3e-9, xc ¼ 107e-12, aon ¼
0:1e-9, aoff ¼ 2:9e-9, init state ¼ 0:5, IV relation ¼ 0.

Algorithm 1 Degradation-eliminating MRL-based logic search designs

Input:

fð�Þ, CMOS standard cell library, Δ, numexpected;

Output:

optional fð�Þ
1: modify the standard cell library, set:

areaAND,MRL ¼ areaOR,MRL, areaNAND,MRL ¼ areaNOR,MRL;

where areaAND,MRL ¼ areaNAND,MRL ¼ areaINV
2: modify the leakage power of MRL gates

3: set f0ð�Þ ¼ NOTðfð�ÞÞ
4: repeat

5: rebuild the standard cell library

6: load the standard cell library, f0ð�Þ
7: set attributes to only use the MRL and INV gates

8: synthesis f0ð�Þ ! f00ð�Þ
9: optional fð�Þ ¼ NOTðf00ð�ÞÞ

10: count CMOS transistors numoptional fð�Þ
11: set areaAND,MRL ¼ areaOR,MRL ¼ ð1 � �Þ � areaOR,MRL

12: until ðnumoptional fð�Þ < numexpectedÞ k ðareaAND,MRL < 0Þ

Fig. 3 depicts the function simulation results of a one-bit full adder. Input

voltages, VCin, VA, and VB, whose amplitudes equal to 3.0V and periods are

6ms. VS and VCout are voltage outputs of sum bit and carry bit respectively.

The supply voltage of every inverter is also 3.0V. The output of VS is the logic

of (VCin XOR VA XOR VB). Meanwhile, VCout is the logic of (VA � VB þ VCin �
ðVA XOR VBÞÞ. The voltage reaches 3.0V when the output logic is “1”. To evaluate

the effectiveness of the proposed one-bit full adder, we use an eight-bit full adder

which is composed by the proposed one-bit full adder as the study case.
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Table I shows the comparison of different designs. The eight-bit full adder with

the IMPLY methodology in [8] are realized in parallel. Both the previous works of

standard cell design and the optimized design with parameter 3 in [9] are MRL-

based logic family designs. The previous optimized design acquires the lowest

number of CMOS transistors. Compared to the IMPLY methodology, the proposed

design loss the advantages in the numbers of memristors, CMOS transistors, and

vias. However, the performance of the IMPLY-based design are 72 cycles, but the

proposed design only takes 1 cycle to generate formula. This also means the

proposed design does not need a complex sequential control logic to perform the

correct logic function. Compared to the previous standard cell design, the proposed

design reduce the consumptions of memristor amount by 11.1%, the CMOS

transistor by 22.2%, the via by 38.9%. Compared to the previous optimized design,

the proposed architecture reduce the memristor count by 11.1%, the CMOS

transistor by 12.5% at the expenses of 10% more vias.

Fig. 3. Simulation results of a one-bit full adder.

Table I. Comparisons of eight-bit full adder designs

IMP
methodology

in [8]

standard cell
design [9]

optimized design
with parameter

set 3 [9]
proposed

memristors 58 144 144 128

CMOS
transistors

0 144 128 112

vias 0 144 80 88

cycles 72 1 1 1

Fig. 2. One-bit full adder design. The output logics as Vout ¼ ðVA �
VB þ Cin � ðVA XOR VBÞÞ, VS ¼ ððVA XOR VBÞ XOR VCinÞ,
where VCin is a bit carried in from the previous less significant
stage.
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Table II shows the power and energy comparisons of different designs. Our

method reduces the power by 58%, compared to the standard cell design. With less

inverters as the supply voltage sources than the standard cell design, the proposed

design takes more time in memristor state exchange, which turns out more energy

consumption. The proposed design can improve logic flexibility at the expense of

3:16� of energy. Compared to the previous optimized design with parameter 3, the

proposed design can effectively eliminate the signal degradation with only 1.9% of

its power or energy.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a strategy of reducing signal degradation for MRL-based

logic designs. Based on that, we presented a one-bit full adder design. An eight-bit

full adder is used in the case to study the effectiveness of the proposed architecture.

Contrasted to the IMPLY logic family, the proposed design is a high performance

combinational logic. Compared to the previous MRL-based standard cell design,

the proposed design provides higher logic flexibility and only requires 11.1% fewer

memristors, 22.2% fewer CMOS gates, 38.9% vias, 58% less power at the expense

of 3:16� energy. Compared to the previous MRL-based optimized design, the

proposed design save the amount of memristors by 11.1%, the CMOS transistors by

12.5%, both the power and energy by 98.1% at the expenses of 10% more vias.
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Table II. Power and energy comparisons of eight-bit full adder designs

Average power
[normalized]

Total energy
[normalized]

standard cell design [9] 1 1

parameter set 3 [9] 22.5 167.9

proposed 0.42 3.16
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